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There is no question the emerging global natural gas market, enabled 
through LNG, presents a significant opportunity for Australia. We are 
close to key Asian import markets with transport cost and relationship 
advantages over other potential exporters. Combined with our 
significant potential reserve base, natural gas has real potential to be 
another significant contributor to Australia’s commodity export base.

However, we are widely acknowledged as a high cost LNG producer, in 
terms of both capital and ongoing operating costs. This is not limited to 
LNG assets alone, but also applies to upstream activities. Additional LNG 
capacity is expected to put significant pressure on global LNG pricing 
by 2020 and consensus price estimates suggest market conditions for 
Australian LNG will be difficult.

Much has been written about the need to improve LNG plant 
productivity to help secure our potential, however we believe that 
upstream drilling and completion productivity provides as much or 
more opportunity.

Our interviews with (and analysis of data from) six Australian natural 
gas producers shows that further developing our upstream drilling and 
completion capabilities to be in-line with current practices in North 
America could impact our natural gas breakeven costs by up to 20 per 
cent. Closing this gap between Australian operations and world best 
practice will require effort from industry and regulators but is certainly 
achievable.

Importantly, our competitors are not standing still – North American 
operators are continuing to deliver productivity improvements 
and there are examples of significant improvements in drilling and 
completion costs in just the past 18 to 24 months. 

The role shale gas could play in Australia is also important. US 
industrials, helped by targeted incentives from government, have 
leveraged shale natural gas assets to the point where they are a 
significant component of the US base load production.

To deliver on this opportunity Australian industry needs to shift from 
a project based mindset to more of a manufacturing based operation. 
Innovation will also need to play a bigger role, potentially more than  
our overseas competitors. If we are to support a higher underlying 
cost base, we need to be even more productive. Closer collaboration 
will be critical – while we are starting to see examples of peer-to-peer 
collaboration in Australia opportunities exist for producers to work 
closer and more strategically with key suppliers and customers.

Government has a role to play in this as well. Explicit policies to 
encourage innovation in tight gas environments appear to have worked 
well in other markets and we should expect similar results. Smoothing 
regulatory policies and ensuring a balanced dialogue between industry 
and community is important as well. Finally, we need to acknowledge 
the capital intensity of these developments and ensure we stay ‘open 
for business’, particularly when it comes to capital from potential LNG 
consumption markets in Asia.

We would like to acknowledge the support from APPEA and its members 
in preparing this report. Your time and effort for interviews and data is 
appreciated. We would also like to acknowledge the participation of our 
US based colleagues, as well as Gaffney, Cline & Associates who have 
collaborated with us on this report.
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2. Australia’s LNG opportunity

Proximity to attractive markets 
Asia1 is the largest LNG import region in the world 
– its 2013 imports represent 75 per cent of global 
demand and it has been the second fastest growing 
region since 2010. From 2010 to 2013 demand 
has tracked at a Compound Annual Growth Rate 
(CAGR) of 10 per cent and is forecast to grow at 
5 per cent annually from 2013 to 2020. Sluggish 
demand growth from the two largest LNG importers 
(Japan and Korea) is expected to be balanced by 
double-digit growth from China and India.

Global gas demand, however, is price sensitive: 
Gas is not a globally traded commodity and pricing 
mechanisms vary significantly across regions. 
Fifteen to twenty-five year gas supply contracts 
linked to the oil price are still the norm in the Asia 
Pacific, although this appears to be changing. 
Europe is a mixture of oil linked and hub (or market) 
priced natural gas while North America is generally 
hub-based. 

Since mid-2009 LNG prices into Asia have been 
higher and have grown at a steadily faster pace than 
other regions. Meanwhile North American gas price 
levels have traded lower as increasing shale gas 
production with limited exports led to lower prices 
(see Case Study: US Shale Development – From 
marginal supply to base-load for more detail). 

Our current position
Australia is well positioned to take advantage of  
the LNG opportunity in Asia. We have the tenth 
largest proven gas reserves globally and are 
considered the second most politically stable 
country amongst the top ten reserve holders.2  
The lowest year round shipping costs to Asia 
amongst current and future major LNG exporting 
countries and strong existing trade links within the 
region all play in Australia’s favour.

Australian operators have acted on this opportunity 
– with Qatar pricing itself out of the market in 
a time of low supply-side competition Australia 
sanctioned the construction of more than 61 mtpa 
of LNG capacity.3 These projects are still under 
construction and represent a 20 per cent increase 
to global operational LNG capacity. Australian LNG 
nameplate capacity will increase by 257 per cent, 
making Australia the country with the largest LNG 
production capacity by 2017 (Figure 1).

1 The main countries included in Asia are 
China, India, Japan, Korea, Singapore and 
Taiwan

2   Source: IEA: Natural Gas Information 2013, 
based on Cedigaz, World Bank: Worldwide 
governance indicators, 2012 

3    Source: Macquarie Research: Global LNG 
outlook, September 2012
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In addition, in order to fulfill expected LNG export 
demand Australia’s upstream natural gas production 
is expected to more than double over the forecast 
period (from ~62 bcm to ~151 bcm in 2018-19). Gas 
for domestic demand is also expected to increase over 
the forecast period (albeit at a much slower rate) 
depressed, in part, by significant price uncertainties 
in the Eastern market. Production increases will 
therefore vary by region.

Cost pressures are creating some doubt around our 
position. The ramp up of Australia’s LNG capacity 
was originally estimated to cost more than A$165b 
but a number of LNG projects have experienced 
significant cost overruns and timeline delays, costing 
at least an additional A$28b. Key reasons cited 

Figure 1 
Australian nameplate LNG capacity, 2013 – 2020F  
in mtpa

Source: Bloomberg, EIA, IEA, company websites 
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4 Source: Platts Australian LNG Busting the 
Budget, October 2013; Core Energy Take off 
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5   Cheniere – India: GAIL and South Korea: 
Kogas; BP Singapore – Japan: Kansai 
Electric, Freeport LNG – Japan: Chubu 
Electric and Osaka Gas 

6    Source: Interfax Energy: Mozambique offers 
US-linked prices as market tectonics shift, 
February 2014

for the budget overruns include the higher cost 
of regulatory compliance, complex and extended 
start up processes, productivity issues and a higher 
Australian dollar.4

Finally, while LNG producers have to date withstood 
pressure from Asian buyers to switch away from oil-
price linked pricing, in future we expect to see prices 
in Asia growing more sensitive as new supply options 
open up. During 2012 buyers in India, Japan and 
South Korea concluded agreements based on Henry 
Hub natural gas prices.5 Since then, the US-based 
Cameron LNG export project has also won customers 
in Japan. Anadarko Petroleum has also offered to  
link offtake prices from its Mozambique plant to 
Henry Hub6.
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“The industry cannot afford 
to become complacent. We are 
running the risk of being left 
on the shelf as, despite having 
large resources, we are not 
cost competitive. This includes 
increasing productivity and 
reducing regulatory costs”
Industry Executive 
Australian Oil & Gas Company

Price flexibility for buyers improving
While global LNG capacity is forecast to increase 
faster than demand over the next 3 years, LNG 
markets are set to remain tight until 2015, with much 
of the new LNG supply coming from Australia despite 
project delays. 

In the future, competition expected from projects 
currently at the planning stage and scheduled for 

completion post 2018 is strong, with the majority of 
capacity from projects in North America, East Africa 
and Australia (Figure 3). 

This capacity is expected to drive pricing down, with 
Asian prices forecast to fall from current levels of 
US$18/MMbtu to below US$16/MMbtu by 2020  
(or approximately US$15 in real terms).
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Figure 2 
Global LNG capacity and demand forecast

Source: Core Energy Group, Bloomberg,Waterborne LNG reports, UDSDOE, PFC Global LNG Service, 
Credit Suisse (June 2012), Strategy& and PwC analysis

3. The competition
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Uncertainty around future prices and Australia’s high 
cost structure appears to be impacting Australia’s 
capacity outlook with delays announced for some 
proposed projects. The FEED for Gorgon’s fourth 
train has already been pushed back twice and 
provides a good example how Australia’s cost base 
is impacting even low feedstock cost producers. In 
addition, while existing LNG operations and projects 
already under construction and likely to ship first 
gas by 2016 are mainly underwritten by long term 
take-off agreements at pre-agreed, oil-linked prices, 
contract price reopener clauses may come into effect 
and negatively impact LNG returns on existing plants.

While Australia LNG plant costs position will be heavily 
influenced by local gas lifting costs (see ‘Upstream 
opportunities’), analysis suggests that operating 
conditions for many plants in Australia could be tight 
(Figure 4).

Figure 4 
2014 breakeven cost of Australian LNG shipped to 
Japan, USD/MMbtu, 10% IRR, includes shipping8
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“One immediate step the [US] 
president can and should take 
is to dramatically expedite 
the approval of US exports of 
natural gas” 
John Boehner 
US House speaker

7  Africa includes Algeria, Angola, Nigeria, 
Cameroon, Mozambique, Tanzania ,  
Libya and Equatorial Guinea; Other  
includes Brunei, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, 
Israel, Malaysia, Norway, Oman, Papua  
New Guinea, Peru, Qatar, Trinidad, UAE  
and Yemen 

8 2020 breakeven cost is calculated in real 2014 
US dollars using an exchange rate of 0.885 
USD/AUD and assuming 10% IRR. It includes 
feedstock, pipeline, liquefaction, shipping (to 
Japan) and other costs (primarily tax); 2020 
Japan LNG price forecast is calculated in real 
2014 US dollars, the forecast price range to 
Japan represents consensus estimates from 
IEA and World Bank

9 Source: IGU World LNG report – 2014 
Edition, March 2014

10 Source: Bloomberg Ukraine seen building 
support for US Natural Gas Export, March 
2014
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Forecast LNG capacity increase, 2013-2020F, mtpa, 
100% = 323 mtpa7

Source: Core Energy Group, Bloomberg,Waterborne LNG reports, UDSDOE,  
PFC Global LNG Service, Credit Suisse (June 2012), Strategy& and 
PwC analysis

The US can be considered the largest competitive 
threat to proposed Australian LNG projects and 
uncontracted volumes. US Henry Hub prices were 
at unprecedented levels of discount to Japanese 
import prices in mid 2012 and are forecast to grow 
only moderately to 2020. Additionally, while only 
54 mtpa of US export capacity has been approved 
for export to non FTA countries9, energy analysts 
and industry groups believe that Russia’s military 
intervention in the Ukraine has bolstered the 
case for easing restrictions on US natural gas 
exports. House Speaker John Boehner said: “One 
immediate step the president can and should take 
is to dramatically expedite the approval of US 
exports of natural gas.”10

The good news is that pricing volatility, 
infrastructure and regulatory constraints will 
lengthen the window of opportunity for Australia’s 
exports to enhance our competitive positions. For 
example, our analysis indicates that on average 
the approval process to export LNG from the US to 
non-FTA countries takes 2.5 years.
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Upstream costs are a key lever 
to improve Australian LNG 
competitiveness
Australia’s lower shipping costs do not compensate 
for higher upstream and liquification costs with 
regards to North American and African competition.

Source: Core Energy Group, Bloomberg, Strategy& and PwC Analysis 

Our overall LNG breakeven cost position is generally 
well known, however much of the focus to date has 
been on improving productivity of the liquefaction 
assets. While this is certainly worthwhile, we 
believe the opportunity in upstream productivity 
deserves more attention. Feedstock is the highest 

cost component for Australian LNG plants and 
upstream efficiencies can significantly reduce 
project breakeven costs. Half of the operators with 
significant LNG project cost overruns in Australia 
cited upstream issues as a main contributor to  
this position.

Improving our upstream position
Understanding our position (and more importantly 
what we can do about it) is not a straightforward 
exercise. Differences in reservoir quality, location 
of gas fields and operating environment all impact 
cost position, and are also largely outside operator 
control and can differ between basins.

Therefore, instead of focusing on an absolute 
comparison based on operating KPIs, we looked 
at capabilities of Australian operators across key 
exploration and development activities compared 
to North American peers. Our proprietary capability 
framework has been developed over the past few 
years, through both direct client engagements and 
interviews across 14 different companies, with no 
one company achieving ‘best in class’ status across 
all 16 capability areas (Figure 6).

Figure 5 
2014 LNG breakeven shipped to Japan, 10% IRR11

11  Breakeven cost is calculated in real 2014 US 
dollars based on an exchange rate of 0.885 
USD/AUD and assuming 10% IRR; Costs are 
categorized into upstream, liquefaction and 
shipping costs (to Japan); Pipeline and 50% 
of Other Costs (primarily Tax) have been 
allocated to upstream with the remaining 
costs allocated to Liquefaction; Greenfield 
includes plants under construction and 
proposed projects; the FLNG project is not 
included; indexed to Eastern Australia – 
Greenfield
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4. Upstream opportunities
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For this study, we focused our efforts in capability 
areas most likely to improve upstream productivity 
– namely field development planning, well delivery, 
reservoir management, operations and maintenance, 
sourcing and procurement, supply chain / logistics 
and talent management. While technology 
management could certainly play a role in upstream 
productivity, we excluded this from our review given 
the difficulty in establishing a meaningful position 
for Australian operations. We included talent 

management as a key capability given Australia’s 
relatively high labour costs and declining labour 
productivity position over the past few years relative 
to North American operators.

We interviewed a number of Australian operators 
(both Australian domestic companies and local 
operations of overseas companies) to establish 
current capability proficiency (on a scale of 1-5) and 
gathered available data to confirm these positions. 

Figure 6 
Strategy& and PwC upstream capability framework activity areas
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We then compared the improvement in capability 
achieved over a four-year period for North American 
operators and what this uplift in capability meant for 
key operating statistics (Figure 7). 

The results, while expected by our interviewees 
(note sample quotes throughout this report) are 
quite telling. Australian operations on average have 
a gap to best in class capabilities in every capability 
area, although we perform well in field development 
planning and reservoir management. Anecdotally, 
these have been known focus areas for Australian 
operations over the past few years and it would seem 

our efforts are yielding results. In addition, there are 
examples of better practice in other capability areas, 
including standardized well design development 
(one operator has reduced the number of well 
designs by 80 per cent) and decreasing exploration 
to production cycle times, with one operator now 
operating at 50 per cent of their operating basin’s 
long run historical average.

Figure 7 
Capability gaps and opportunities
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However, our work also highlights potential areas 
of focus for Australian operators to drive improved 
upstream productivity:

• Optimising well delivery processes through 
application of innovative technologies, increased 
design standardisation and parallel process flow

• Streamlining operations by using lean principles 
to prioritise value added work, outsource non-
core operations and collaborate with strategic 
suppliers to develop equipment and services 
tailored to drive productivity improvement

• Focus on lean principles to improve procurement 
and logistics processes including deeper 
integration of sourcing and supply chain/
logistics teams into the business and increased 
automation.

The opportunities to improve our LNG position 
through a greater focus on upstream productivity 
are significant. Applying these learnings to Australia 
provides an estimated improvement opportunity of 
10 to 20 per cent in our upstream breakeven position, 
depending on the current position of individual 
operators. This alone would significantly close the 
gap for East Australian assets against expected new 
capacity coming on line from Africa.

The need for continuous improvement
Operators in overseas basins are not standing still 
and are continuing to improve productivity in 
upstream operations. One US industry executive 
indicated that the typical North American oil and gas 
well has become four times more productive in just 
the past six years. 

For example, a deep dive on US Northeast shale  
gas producers shows a 19 per cent improvement 
in breakeven performance over a four-year period 
(2010-2014) through improvements in drilling 
techniques, planning and sub-surface completions 
(Figure 8).

Figure 8 
Breakeven improvement from US Northeast shale 
gas producers, 2010 – 2014 
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Source: Gaffney, Cline & Associates

“The Australian cost structure 
has elevated and I think it 
is fair to say that has put at 
risk some of Australia’s global 
competitiveness” 
Patricia Yarrington 
CFO of Chevron Corporation
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Specifically between 1st Quarter 2012 and 4th 
Quarter 2013, operators have been able to:

• Reduce costs per lateral foot drilled by 33 per 
cent, working with higher drill speed equipment 
and improving drilling / supply chain practices 
and linkages to both increase feet per day  
drilled and reduce drilling days (i.e. spud to  
rig release time)

• Leverage longer laterals for more efficient 
drainage, and also facilitate greater use of pad 
infrastructure (typically moving to a minimum 
of six wells). This has had a significant impact 
on civil engineering and surface costs, including 
fracc mobilisation, rig movements, as well as road 
and access costs (Figure 9). Moving to  
six well pads has typically enabled water costs 
and environmental impact to be substantially 
reduced through use of water infrastructure to 
replace trucking

• Improve completions strategies and proppants to 
drive greater gas flow from the formation, and 
double frac stages per crew per day. This, along 
with longer lateral lengths has delivered higher 
Estimated Ultimate Recovery (EUR) per unit 
length of horizontal well bore, combining  
to reduce finding and development costs by as 
much as 42% in some of the dry gas plays in the 
US Northeast.

Industry productivity programs will therefore need 
to take into account the ‘moving target’ aspect of our 
current position relative to offshore operators and 
ensure development of a continuous improvement 
culture and mindset to maintain our position.

 

Figure 9 
Collaboration of oil and gas executives globally
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“We are very low on the 
[productivity] learning curve. 
There is still a long way to go. 
Essentially these are repeatable 
projects that can largely 
be standardised. We as an 
industry currently treat them 
as large engineering projects 
with minimal repeatability. 
Much of the industry is still 
in big project mode and not 
‘manufacturing’  
or running a business”
Industry Executive 
Australian Oil & Gas Company

There are a number of key learnings for industry that 
we have concluded from our work. 

Learnings from manufacturing:  
The ‘factory’ operating model 
Australian industry executives agree that Australia’s 
gas industry is at the early stages of its operational 
efficiency learning curve. The US shale industry was 
still in its infancy a few years ago but has gone swiftly 
up the learning curve since.

The application of ‘factory like’ operating models, 
a mindset of continuous improvement and the 
introduction of innovative technologies to bring 
down production costs accelerated their learning 
curve and underpins much of our findings. 
Australian operators should review their operating 
model and focus on improving the capabilities  
which most closely align with driving down 
breakeven costs.

Investing in innovation:  
The bottom line
PwC’s study, Breakthrough Innovation and Growth 
2013, found a clear correlation between excellence in 
innovation and superior revenue growth.12 Across all 
industries the most innovative 20 per cent enjoyed 
revenue growth 16 per cent higher than the least 
innovative.

To become leading innovators Australian operators 
should: 

• Develop a well-defined innovation strategy that 
takes a formal and structured approach. Although 
39 per cent of oil and gas executives globally see 
innovation as a ‘competitive necessity’, only half 
say they have a well-defined strategy. Moreover, 
69 per cent believe that having a well-defined 
innovation process is important for establishing 
an innovative culture

• Concentrate a greater proportion of projects on 
breakthrough and radical innovations. Oil and 
gas executives globally are expecting between 
32-47 per cent of their innovations to be major 
advances. This represents a major departure from 
historical portfolios that generally contained 
only 10-20 per cent breakthrough innovations. 
In contrast, Australian oil and gas operators still 
primarily identify themselves as early adopters. 
Sixty three per cent of Australian oil and gas 
companies consider themselves to be early 
adopters of new technologies, but only 13 per 
cent have significant R&D investment to drive 
process innovation and cost efficiencies13 

12 Based on 1,757 board-level executives 
responsible for innovation within their 
company

13 Source: Strategy& and PwC survey of APPEA 
members 2014

5. Key learnings for industry
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• Explore a wide range of operating models where 
Innovation crosses the entire enterprise, not just 
the R&D function. It is important to grow in areas 
such as business models and the supply chain 
among other areas. Operations and supply chain 
are amongst the two largest gaps to achieve ‘best 
in class’ status

• Collaborate on innovations much more with 
external partners, especially suppliers and 
customers (see ‘Getting together’).

Getting together: The importance  
of collaboration and partnerships 
Our research shows that globally, oil and 
gas operators are planning a wide range of 
collaborations. Collaboration is now becoming the 
norm rather than the exception. When it comes to 
new products and services that are collaboratively 
developed with external partners, the most 
innovative companies collaborate over three times 
more often (34 per cent) than the least innovative 
(10 per cent). 

Collaboration needs to be broader than just 
customers and strategic partners, particularly given 
our capability gap in sourcing and procurement. 
Suppliers are the third most important partner for 
global oil and gas executives, yet only 25 per cent 
of Australian operators significantly collaborate 
with major equipment vendors. To enable the 
development of equipment and services specifically 
tailored to drive productivity improvement, operators 
need to consider partnering with key suppliers. This 
includes moving away from short-term transactional 

relationships to open up longer-term strategic 
relations. Industry wide collaboration on specific 
research topics through establishing a research 
institute should also be considered. Industry research 
bodies are pivotal to driving innovation overseas: 

• Canada Oil Sands Innovation Alliance’s (COSIA) 
members represent almost 90 per cent of oil 
sands production. Members share innovation and 
the application of technologies for environmental 
benefits. Innovations that cost almost CA$1b to 
develop and involve 560 distinct technologies are 
moving forward under the alliance 14

• In Houston, Texas, the oil and gas Innovation 
Centre profiles technologies developed in  
other industries.

Figure 10 
Collaboration of oil and gas executives globally

Source: PwC Gateway to growth: innovation in the oil and gas 
industry, 2013, PwC analysis
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With which of the following do you have a plan in 
place to collaborate over the next three years to deliver 
innovative products and services?

14 Source: PwC Innovation surge sparks oil sands 
opportunities 2013
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Playing to our advantages: 
Infrastructure and ‘wet’ plays
Shale has the potential to trigger Australia’s  
next boom if it takes off in Australia. The US is 
estimated to attract nearly US$1.9 trillion shale 
gas capital investment between 2010 and 2035. 
Annual capital expenditure in 2010 was US$33b and 
supported 600,000 jobs, a number that is forecast to 
grow to US$48b and nearly 870,000 jobs by 2015.15

According to 2013 IEA estimates Australia holds the 
7th largest unproved wet shale gas reserves: 437 
tcf of technically recoverable shale gas and 17.5bn 
barrels of oil. These reserves are spread over six 
basins (of which two already have a strong oil  
and gas presence with associated infrastructure).  
Five companies have started testing in the  
Cooper and Perth Basins with the initial results 
largely positive. 

However, the remoteness of the basins and shale’s 
estimated high breakeven costs present significant 
barriers. In order to accelerate shale development in 
Australia, it is not surprising that operators should 
leverage inherent advantages in their operating 
environment, specifically by targeting ‘wet’ plays in 
basins with existing infrastructure.

• In the US where fields are close to existing 
infrastructure and costs are generally lower. 
Leveraging existing infrastructure and 
cooperation between operators to reach critical 
mass for infrastructure investments will be  
critical in containing capital expenditure and 
reducing risk

• In addition, unlike the US, Australian shale gas 
is estimated to be more expensive than other 
gas sources. Based on existing technologies it 
is estimated that Australian shale will require 
about AUD $6-9 a gigajoule to make production 
and transport profitable.16 Targeting ‘wet’ plays 
reduces breakeven costs as the liquid condensate 
produced from wet gas supplements the cost of 
producing gas. 

15 Source: IHS The Economic and Employment 
Contributions of Shale Gas in the United 
States 2011

16 Source: ACOLA Engineering Energy: 
Unconventional Gas Production 2013
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US Natural Gas Supply and Prices
(2000 - 2007)
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The US energy markets were facing a significant 
issue going into 2006 – natural gas production from 
conventional sources was expected to fall by almost 
30 per cent over the next six years, leaving a shortfall 
in 2012 of more than 5 trillion cubic feet (tcf).

Coal seam gas (CSG) had been expected to make 
up this shortfall, but by 2006 the view was that this 
would make up only 2 tcf of the required shortfall, 
leaving LNG importation as the next best option. 

Domestic natural gas prices increased dramatically as 
a consequence, settling at about $7 per million cubic 
feet (mcf), a level that supported early shale gas 
development (Figure 13a).

Figure 13a 
US Natural Gas Supply / Demand Profile and Prices 2000 – 2007

6. Case study: US shale development –  
From marginal supply to base-load

Source: Strategy& analysis
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Figure 14a 
US Natural Gas Expected Supply Profile 2010 – 2020
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While post-2006 pricing supported shale 
development, economics were still tight and 
price shocks encouraged the industry to improve 
development practices. Our work with clients and 
independent research has identified the following 
main themes in shale development:

1. Focus on Innovation and Technology – Develop 
(and leverage) available technologies in a timely 
and effective way. Horizontal drilling and 3-D 
seismic technologies have greatly improved 
netback positions

2. Hedge long term exposures – lock in product 
prices where possible to help preserve project 
returns and minimise cash flow volatility

3. Leverage international capital markets – European 
and Asian firms have entered the gas shale 
business providing a large portion of drilling 
capital and effectively lowering their local 
partner’s breakeven cost

Source: Strategy& Analysis
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4. Develop on a total returns, not production basis 
– leverage existing infrastructure (i.e. develop 
where there is existing gathering and processing 
infrastructure) and target reserves with higher 
liquids content to improve dollar per barrel oil 
equivalent (boe) values

5. Adopt a lean manufacturing mindset – treat 
development like a set of repeatable, scalable 
processes with a continuous improvement 
feedback loop.

Applying these development principles has had a 
significant impact on shale gas breakeven prices,  
to the point where shale gas in the US has improved 
from the highest point on the cost curve to now 
representing base load supply (Figure 14a).

It is worth noting the important role US policy played 
in assisting this developmenta – A recent study 
identified government policies as one of the two 
key drivers for shale development. According to the 
report, the three most important steps taken by the 
US government to encourage the innovation which 
led to the shale boom were: 

1. Consolidation of energy policy into one agency 
from former six agencies but also for related R&D 
programs into one from originally more than 
three different research centres

2. Assistance to the development of the industry 
through introduction of incentive pricing and 
tax credits for ‘high-cost’ natural gas and phased 
removal of price controls

3. Increase in the budget for energy research.

a   Resources for the Future A Retrospective 
Review of Shale Gas Development in the 
United States 2013, p. 3
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While there is much that industry can do to improve 
productivity, overseas examples (i.e. shale gas 
development in the US, see case study) demonstrate 
the important role that government and associated 
policy plays in helping develop the industry. Potential 
initiatives to consider include:

The next big thing:  
Encouraging innovation
Innovation has been key to the evolution of the oil 
& gas industry over the past 10 years. Technological 
innovations have made fossil fuels economically 
accessible fossil fuels that were inaccessible just a 
decade or two ago. Oil from bituinous sands, gas 
from shale – these resources were considered too 
difficult and expensive in the past. Now they are 
transforming not only Canada and the US, but could 
influence the dynamics of geopolitics if US shale 
manages to increase the energy independence for 
many countries and reduces the influence of OPEC 
and Russia. 

But innovation is costly due to the heavy equipment 
and long lead times associated with technological 
advancements in oil and gas. Industry collaboration 
and government both played pivotal roles in 
supporting innovation overseas. For example, a 
recent study to determine what led to the shale boom 
in the US found that “[it] was government policies 

that stimulated the development of shale gas in 
the Appalachian and Michigan Basins and helped 
develop some key technologies, such as microseismic 
fracture mapping.”17

Assisting industry research and development 
efforts and providing incentives to firms to invest 
in innovation are key policy levers for government. 
In 2010, the Australian government (2 per cent of 
total R&D spend) contributed slightly less funding 
to oil and gas industry research than the US (3 per 
cent) and significantly less than Canada (14 per 
cent).18 However, blindly increasing funding is not 
the answer for us. Comparing Australian innovation 
expenditure to that of the US and Canada shows that 
output per dollar of R&D spend for both countries is 
about five times higher than for Australia. However, 
Australia is aiming for a higher production uplift  
(5 per cent CAGR for 2014-2030 compared with  
2 per cent for Canada and 1 per cent for the US).

Figure 11 
Efficiency of R&D spend, boe/USD, Avg. 2005 – 2010

17 Source: Resources for the Future A 
Retrospective Review of Shale Gas 
Development in the United States 2013, p. 3

18 Source: IEA, ABS, Statistics Canada, BEA, 
OECD
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7. How policy can help
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“The regulatory ‘burden’ [in 
Australia] is material. There 
are thousands of people that 
are occupied with compliance. 
The same degree of control 
could have been achieved with 
lower costs”
Industry Executive 
Australian Oil & Gas Company

19 Source: PwC analysis based on FY11 to FY13 
FTEs for 5 Australian oil and gas operators

21 Source: Australian National University 
Unconventional Gas Production and Water 
resources: Lessons from the United States 
on better governance – a workshop for 
Australian government officials 2012

Government should focus on providing incentives 
and creating an investment environment that is 
conducive for industry to develop ground breaking 
innovation that increases Australia’s competitiveness, 
consolidate state funded research and increase the 
effectiveness of Australian R&D expenditure.

The right role of government:  
Adopting a customer focus
Industry participants and analysts have reported 
that the regulatory burden in Australia is significant 
and has noticably driven up operating expenses for 
some operators in peak years. Approval processes 
are time intense and on average regulatory and 
environmental staff accounted for 6 per cent of total 
staff for Australian operators in the past three years.19  
Compounding these costs, industry participants have 
reported that the approval complexity increases the 
uncertainty for project timelines.

Most Australian states require more approvals than 
their US counterparts. This can result in a protracted 
approvals process and greater timeline uncertainty 
due to a higher potential for protracted negotiations 
or consultation periods. In the US, water sourcing 
approvals are the main reason approvals timelines 
blow out by months and even years. In Australia, 
both Native Title and Environmental Authority 
approvals can similarly affect timelines. 

The approvals process in Australia is characterized 
by a high number of state and federal agencies. In 
the large oil and gas producing states and provinces 
in Canada and the US more decision making power 
is delegated to a single lead agency. Australia’s multi 
agency landscape leaves more room for duplication, 
overlap and inconsistent administration.

Simplifying the approvals process for businesses and 
investors while maintaining high environmental, 
health and safety standards would help accelerate 
the evolution of Australia’s oil and gas industry. The 
government’s red tape ‘repeal day’ initiative is a step 
in the right direction. 

Government should continue to move in the 
direction of a single state-based lead agency 
model. Further improvements could be achieved 
from aligning processes and policies across states 
where applicable, speeding up infrastructure tie 
ins, promoting common user facilities, facilitating 
cooperation between producers and pro-actively 
updating regulations to take into consideration the 
requirements of mega projects like LNG. This latter 
recommendation is particularly pertinent given the 
sheer scale of investment required to explore and 
produce Australia’s shale resources.

Responsible development:  
Explicit legislation and  
community engagement
Ahead of a possible investment wave to develop 
more of Australia’s unconventional resources, 
public concerns should be addressed through 
proactive communication, transparent regulations 
and readily available information concerning the 
state, cumulative impact on and protection of the 
environment and water resources.  This should 
avoid the position the NSW government finds itself 
regarding CSG and fraccing. According to one 
industry executive “a big constraint for shale is 
currently public policy and associated uncertainty  
[in regulations]”.
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“A big constraint for shale is 
currently public policy and 
associated uncertainty [in 
regulations]”
Industry Executive 
Australian Oil & Gas Company

Explicit and streamlined legislation and guidelines 
for unconventional operations, particularly fraccing, 
is needed to avoid misinformed public debate, 
remove ambiguity and enable the best outcomes 
for our environment. Additionally, for investors to 
feel confident about investing in an emerging shale 
industry in Australia, upfront clarity about what 
Australia does and does not want is needed 

Industry participants have applauded the South 
Australian Government’s efforts in providing a 
road map for unconventional gas projects. It is an 
example where industry and government are seen to 
be working together. Several interview participants 
mentioned South Australia as a state that appears 
very competent regarding its approach to the oil 
and gas industry. In contrast some interviewees 
considered NSW and QLD as more challenging 
environments. Learnings and best practices should 
be shared across states whenever relevant. 

Australia: Open for business 
Australia has run a current account deficit in nine 
out of every 10 years since European settlement. 
Our national savings are insufficient to fund our 
investment needs and, as a result, Australia is a net 
importer of capital. This is largely driven by the 
inherently capital intense nature of our primary 
industries, resources and agriculture. The recent 
investment boom in LNG liquefaction plants 
illustrates foreign capital’s critical importance to 
Australia’s natural gas industry – more than 80 per 
cent ($190b) of CAPEX on Australian LNG plants 
under construction comes from non-Australian 
companies.

Based on the capital intensity of unconventionals, 
especially shale, significant capital inflow will 
be required to develop these reserves and build 
supporting infrastructure in Australia. Foreign 
investment and project finance offers a very real 
opportunity for Australia to accelerate this industry. 
Furthermore, while uncertainty remains around the 
actual size of the shale opportunity, it represents a 
significant contender for the next investment wave 
into the Australian economy. 

Thresholds for the operation of the foreign 
investment regime are either 15 per cent or 
A$248m21, therefore the Foreign Investment 
Review Board is likely to examine most proposed 
investments. Although it is more than 14 years 
since Shell’s proposal to acquire majority control 
of Woodside Petroleum was rejected on national 

21  Indexed for 2014. The monetary threshold 
for NZ and US non-government investors 
is $1,078m. South Korea will also have the 
higher threshold once the South Korea FTA is 
ratified.

Figure 12 
CAPEX for Australian LNG plants currently under 
construction based on project ownership, in AUD  
bn's 2014, 100% = A$220b 
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interest grounds, it is conceivable that investment 
from foreign companies in unconventional projects 
will come under significant scrutiny due to public 
concerns about the environment.

Therefore transparent foreign investment decision 
processes and the consistent and constructive 
execution of existing policies is needed to provide 
investors with certainty.
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